AKC Obedience and Rally Premium List

Irish Setter Club of Colorado, Inc.
(Licensed by American Kennel Club)

AKC All-Breed/Mixed Breed Rally Trial
Thursday, August 18, 2016 (Event # 2016139201)

AKC All-Breed/Mixed Breed Obedience Trial
Friday, August 19, 2016 (Event # 2016139203)

This Obedience Trial and Rally Trial will be held under Option (2) as described in Chapter 1 Section 2 Dog Show and Specialty Clubs of the AKC Obedience Regulations.

The ISCC will accept entries of Irish Setters first and then accept all other entries until the entry limit specified on the opposite page is reached. Classes will close after entry limits are reached even if this occurs before the official closing date.

Open to All AKC-Recognized Breeds. This Event is Accepting Entries for Mixed Breed Dogs enrolled in the AKC Canine Partners Program.

**ENTRIES ARE LIMITED, PLEASE SEE LIMITS ON PAGE 2**

ISLAND GROVE REGIONAL PARK
Obedience: 4-H Building, 501 North 14th Avenue, Greeley, CO 80631
Rally: Outside, 50’ x 60’ Ring in North Oval area of Island Grove Park

Obedience and Rally Events not to begin before 12:00 Noon
Rally will be held Outside, Obedience will be Indoors

Trial Hours 12:00 NOON to 7:00 PM

ENTRIES CLOSE:
Wednesday, August 3, 2016, 6:00 p.m. (MDT)

After this time entries cannot be accepted, cancelled or substituted except as provided for in Chapter 11, Section 6 of the Rules Applying to Dog Shows.

ENTRY FEES
Fee of $25.00 First entry of each dog per day
Fee of $20.00 Second entry of same dog per day
(Include 50 cent AKC Recording Fee and $3.00 AKC Event Service Fee per entry)

$1.50 per dog present is paid to Island Grove Regional Park. These fees are used to improve the park.

MAIL ALL ENTRIES WITH FEES IN U.S. FUNDS TO:
Ginger Sammonds, Trial Secretary
4903 West County Rd 14, Loveland CO 80537-9008
(970) 310-6302 gingers@LPBROADBAND.net

Express mail entries must include signature waiver
MAKE CHECKS and MONEY ORDERS payable to ISCC
CANADIAN EXHIBITORS must make fees payable in U.S. Funds.

CERTIFICATION
Permission has been granted by the American Kennel Club for the holding of these events under the American Kennel Club rules and regulations.

James P. Crowley, Secretary
Officers of the Irish Setter Club of Colorado, Inc.
President – Kim Lamontagne  Vice-President – Cindy Lloyd
Treasurer – Harry Moore
Corresponding Secretary – Joan Watson  jwatson1561@gmail.com
13445 Milwaukee Ct., Thornton, CO 80241-1324  (303) 456-5604

Board of Directors
Ginny Swanson  Dirk Costin  Deb Garfield

ISCC OBEDIENCE / RALLY TRIAL COMMITTEE
Obedience and Rally Chair ………………… Kay Bedeau
27150 Memorial Rd, Hot Springs, SD 57747 (605)745-5796

Deb Garfield  Pat Skavlen  Elyse Hansberry
Trophies ……………….. Ginny Swanson & Stacy Mikula

Ginger Sammonds, Trial Secretary
4903 West County Rd 14, Loveland CO 80537-9008
(970) 310-6302(C)  E-mail: gingers@LPBROADBAND.net

JUDGE ASSIGNMENTS & CLASSES OFFERED
Mrs. Rose D Doan (5783)
6719 Segovia Cir W., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33331-4624
Mr. Harold Doan (18405)
6719 Segovia Cir W., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33331-4624
Mrs. Linda Scanlon (2793)
PO BOX 4559  Eagle, CO 81631-4559

Rally Classes  Thursday  (Limit 60)
Rally Novice A  Mrs. Linda Scanlon
Rally Novice B  Mrs. Linda Scanlon
Rally Advanced A  Mrs. Linda Scanlon
Rally Advanced B  Mrs. Linda Scanlon
Rally Excellent A  Mrs. Linda Scanlon
Rally Excellent B  Mrs. Linda Scanlon

RAE Classes Offered

Obedience Classes  Friday  (Limit 4 and ½ hours of judging per judge)
Regular Classes
Novice A & Novice B  Mrs. Rose D Doan
Open A & Open B  Mrs. Rose D Doan
Utility A & Utility B  Mr. Harold Doan

UDX Classes Offered
Optional & Alternative Titling Classes
Beginner Novice A & B  Mr. Harold Doan
Graduate Novice  Mr. Harold Doan
Graduate Open  Mr. Harold Doan
Preferred Novice  Mrs. Rose D Doan
Preferred Open  Mrs. Rose D Doan
Preferred Utility  Mr. Harold Doan

Please consult the AKC Regulations for Obedience Trials and/or Rally Trials for a complete description and eligibility for entry into these classes. The exhibitor is fully responsible for entering the dog in the correct class(es)/height divisions.

All exhibitors should obtain a current copy of the Regulations for Obedience and Rally Trials by downloading them from the American Kennel Club website at http://www.akc.org/rules/ (AKC Regulations are regularly revised / updated.)
ENTRY FEES PER DAY

When a dog is entered in more than one class, the highest priced class is considered the first entry (Fees listed below include 50 cent AKC Recording Fee and $3.00 AKC Event Service Fee)

First entry of each dog [Obedience Trial]……………………………………………………………………...$25.00
Second entry of same dog [Obedience Trial]……………………………………………………………………...$20.00
First entry of each dog [Rally Trial]…………………………………………………………………………………………. $25.00
Second entry of same dog [Rally Trial]…………………………………………………………………………………………. $20.00

Obedience Entry Fee: $25.00 for the first entry of each dog entered in obedience and $20.00 for each additional entry of the same dog in the same event (AKC Event # 2016139203).

Rally Entry Fee: $25.00 for the first entry of each dog and $20.00 for each additional entry of the same dog in the same event (AKC Event # 2016139201)

IF you are entering both Obedience and Rally at this trial, please remember that they are independent trials, so the 1st entry in Obedience is $25.00 and the 1st entry in Rally is $25.00 EACH DAY!

Mail entry forms and fees to: GINGER SAMMONDS, Trial Secretary, 4903 West County Rd 14, Loveland CO 80537-9088. Please make checks payable to ISCC. No entries will be accepted by phone, fax. Express mail entries must include the signature waiving them to be left at the secretary’s address. Inquiries may be directed to Ginger Sammonds at gingers@LPBROADBAND.net. No entry shall be made and no entry shall be accepted which specifies any conditions as to its acceptance.

Illegible entries will not be processed and will be returned to the exhibitor. Returned checks do not constitute a valid entry and the Trial Secretary will add a $30.00 collection fee to the amount of each returned check.

Pre-Order your Catalog
Check-off box is located on the top of the entry form. Please send $5.00 (payable to ISCC) with your entry to the Trial Secretary.

Catalogs are pre-ordered only

JUMP HEIGHTS AND RUNNING ORDER

We have requested your jump height for obedience (and rally) classes which include jumping exercises. You are required to supply this information when requested, and we will organize the running order of dogs by height. Running Order in classes involving jumping exercises will be Small to Tall both days.

AWARDS

RIBBON PRIZES OFFERED August 18 and 19, 2016
Placement ribbons will be awarded for the first through fourth place in each class. Only qualifying scores count towards placement ribbons or special awards.

ALL CLASSES:
First Place…………………………Blue Ribbon
Second Place…………………………Red Ribbon
Third Place…………………………Yellow Ribbon
Fourth Place………………………White Ribbon
Qualifying Score………………Green Ribbon

RALLY TRIAL
Highest Combined Score in Advanced B and Excellent B …. Blue & Green Rosette

OBEEDIENCE TRIAL
Highest Scoring Dog in Regular Obedience Classes ………….. Blue & Gold Rosette
Highest Combined Score in Open B & Utility Class …………. Blue & Green Rosette
SPECIAL AWARDS

The following will be awarded at these trials:
A special ribbon prize will be awarded to all dogs completing a Rally Or Obedience Title at these trials.

**Thursday, August 18, 2016 - Rally**
- First place winners (All Breed) ........................................... Thirsty Dog Sport Bowl
- First place winners (Irish Setter) ........................................... Thirsty Dog Sport Bowl

**Friday, August 19, 2016 - Obedience**
- Highest Scoring Dog in the Regular Classes (All Breed) .................. 8x10 Art Print
- Highest Scoring Dog in the Regular Classes (Irish Setter) ................. 8x10 Art Print
- High Combined Score in Open B & Utility Classes (All Breed) ......... 12 pack Insulated Cooler
- High Combined Score in Open B & Utility Classes (Irish Setter) ........ Pottery Cookie Jar
- 1st Place All Classes (All Breed) .............................................. Dog Art Neoprene Phone Case
- 1st Place All Classes (Irish Setter) .............................................. Dog Art Neoprene Phone Case

**Greater Denver Area Cocker Spaniel Club**
The GDACSC offers a Vintage Cocker Spaniel Table Lamp to the Highest Scoring Cocker Spaniel in the Regular Classes at the ISCC Obedience Trial – a qualifying score is required for award.

**Pembroke Welsh Corgi Club of the Rockies**
To encourage and support the Pembroke Welsh Corgi in obedience and rally, PWCCR is pleased to offer the following trophies for the all-breed rally and obedience trials held by the Irish Setter Club of Colorado. All prizes are artwork items by Sarah England (SE Designs), featuring whimsical Corgi scenes.
A qualifying score is required for all awards.

**Thursday, August 18, 2016 – Rally Trial**
PWC with Highest Combined Score in Rally Advanced B and Rally Excellent B – Karen Supon
Highest Scoring PWC in each Rally Class – Pembroke Welsh Corgi Club of the Rockies

**Friday, August 19, 2016 – Obedience Trial**
PWC with Highest Score in Regular Classes – Paula Becker
PWC with Highest Combined Score from Open B and Utility – Carol Swinney
Highest Scoring PWC in each Class – PWCCR

**Otterhound Club of America**
To encourage Otterhound participation in rally and obedience, the Otterhound Club of America offers the following breed trophies at the all-breed rally and obedience trials held by the Irish Setter Club of Colorado.

**Thursday, August 18, 2016 – Rally Trial**
Highest Scoring Otterhound in Advanced A or B – Copper Cup, offered by Laura Martino and Becky Van Houten, in memory of Ch. Kalevala Jack the Lad CGC RN, ROM, ‘Jack’ and Ch. Aberdeen’s Shaken Not Stirred CGC, ‘Stoli’

**Friday, August 19, 2016 – Obedience Trial**
Highest Scoring Otterhound in the Regular Classes – Otterhound Pottery by Kim Minder
A qualifying score is required for all awards.

**AREA ACCOMODATIONS**
These hotels have graciously agreed to accept our well-mannered dogs. A pet deposit may be required. Please check with hotels for current policies and restrictions. Exhibitors will be subject to disciplinary action by ISCC Show Committee for any reported damages!

**City of Greeley Ordinance** - Dogs are not allowed in any city park, except Island Grove Regional Park.

**PARK VIOLATORS MAY BE TICKETED.**

- Days Inn................................5630 W 10th St, Greeley, CO 80634 ..................970-392-1530
  $25 Daily pet fee for each dog, limit 2 dogs
- Rodeway Inn..........................3015 8th Ave Evans...............................970-351-6482
  - $75.00 nonrefundable daily deposit for each dog, deposit negotiable if you call direct
- Super 8 – Windsor....................1265 Main St., Windsor, CO 80550 ..................970-686-5996
  $15.00 non-refundable daily deposit for each dog, deposit negotiable if you call direct
- Country Inn & Suites...............2501 W 29th St, Greeley CO 80631............970-330-3404
  $40.00 non-refundable pet fee. No pets over 90 lbs.
- Super 8 – Greeley...............2423 W 29th St, Greeley, CO 80631............970-330-8880
  $15.00 nonrefundable daily deposit per pet
- Americinn (Windsor)...............7645 Westgate Dr, Windsor, CO.....................970-226-1232
  $15.00 pet fee daily. Limit 2 dogs

Additional hotels are listed in the Greeley Kennel Club premium available at Onofrio.com

“Rover Run Park”, Greeley Dog Park - 5207 “F” St • Let your dog exercise in a large area off leash.

Hotel policies regarding dogs are subject to change. Please verify policy when making reservations.
Do not bathe dogs in hotel room or use towels for grooming/clean-up purposes. Use heavy plastic under crates. No dogs may be left unattended in room without being crated. Non-Refundable pet fees must be paid at check-in.

You are REQUIRED to clean up after your dog at all of these motels. All dogs should be aired on lead. DO NOT leave dogs unattended inside motel rooms. Please crate your dogs while in motel rooms. The future for using these motels for all Dog Sports is in your hands. PLEASE do not damage any motel rooms or their surrounding areas. Your cooperation will ensure the future availability of the area motels. The Irish Setter Club of Colorado, Inc. does not guarantee availability at these motels.

Please confirm motel’s pet policy, as they are subject to change.

Exhibitors / handlers will be held responsible for clean conditions in and around their crates and their motel.

All prizes must be claimed the day of the trial, none will be mailed.
YOUR HELP IS WANTED AND NEEDED!! If you are interested in helping, please fill out the form below indicating your preference and availability, and return it to the Trial Secretary as soon as possible. The ISCC sincerely appreciates any time or expertise you are willing to provide in order to make these events a success.

Mail form to the Trial Secretary with your entries.

I AM INTERESTED IN HELPING AT THE ISCC OBEDIENCE/RALLY TRIALS

Name: ____________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________
Phone Number: ____________________________________
Email address: _____________________________________

Please check off which classes you will be ENTERED in.

Thursday                     Friday
Rally Novice A or B            Obedience Novice A or B
Rally Advanced A or B          Obedience Open A or B
Rally Excellent A or B         Obedience Utility A or B
                                Obedience Beg Nov A or B
                                Obedience Grad Nov
                                Obedience Grad Open
                                Obedience Pref Nov
                                Obedience Pref Open
                                Obedience Pref Utility

Please check off which JOBS you wish to WORK.

Table Steward                  Set-up                  Wherever Needed
Ring Steward                   Score table/Ribbons
Timer                          Tear Down

Additional comments:_____________________________________________________

Please check in at the Worker’s List upon your arrival for possible volunteer assignments.

Thank you from the ISCC Trial Committee!

NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS

SAFETY, BEHAVIOR and LIABILITY

It is expressly understood that exhibitors alone are responsible for the behavior of their dogs and/or children. Any exhibitor whose dogs and/or children create an unnecessary disturbance or repeatedly engage in unsafe or disruptive behavior may, at the discretion of the trial committee, be asked to leave the show site. In such case, no refund of any fees paid will be made. The officiating clubs and its agents, employees, etc., will assume no responsibilities for any loss, damage or injury sustained by exhibitors or handlers, or to any of their dogs or property and further assumes no responsibility for injury to children. The ISCC club reserves the right to decline entries for cause and may remove any dog on account of aggression. No one shall have any recourse or claim against ISCC or any official thereof.

All dogs must be on leash at all times when on trial grounds except when competing.

The use of flexi-leads on show grounds (indoors or outdoors) during show hours (6 am - 6 pm) is prohibited.

All regulations governing the use of this facility, and all regulations and decisions of the trial committee at this trial will be strictly enforced, including and not limited to the recorded information of this premium list.

Puppies under 4 months of age are prohibited at AKC Obedience Trials or Rally Trials.

“Exhibitors should follow their veterinarians’ recommendation to assure their dogs are free of internal and external parasites, any communicable diseases, and have appropriate vaccinations.”

ENTRY ELIGIBILITY

This trial is open to all dogs over the age of 6 months that are registered with the American Kennel Club or are register-able breeds that have obtained an AKC PAL/ILP number, or an AKC Canine Partners listing number, or approved Foundation Stock Service (FSS) breeds are eligible to participate. Mixed breed dogs that have been listed with AKC Canine Partners may participate provided their listing number has been recorded on the entry form. Questions regarding the Canine Partners Program should be sent to akccaninepartners@akc.org.

Dogs should be physically sound. Dogs that are blind or deaf shall not be eligible, and neither are bitches in season, aggressive dogs, or dogs suffering from any deformity, injury, or illness which may affect the dog’s physical or mental performance. No dog shall compete if it is taped or bandaged in any way or has anything attached to it for medical purposes. Refer to Chapter 2 of the Registration and Discipline Rules for the listing of register-able breeds that may participate.

Illegible entries will not be processed and will be returned to the exhibitor. Post-dated or returned checks do not constitute a valid entry and the Trial Secretary will add a $30.00 collection fee to the amount of each returned check. All fees must be submitted in U.S. Funds.

ISCC may decline any entries for cause and may refuse to receive or may remove any dog on account of disease, viciousness or other cause, and no one shall have any claim or recourse against ISCC or any official thereof.

This club agrees to arbitrate claims as set forth on the Official AKC entry form.
REFUNDS
No entry fee will be refunded if the trial cannot open or be completed by reason of riots, civil disturbances, fire, an act of God, public emergency, act of a public enemy, or any other cause beyond the control of the organizing committee. No entry fee will be refunded in the event a dog is absent, disqualified, excused, or barred from competition by the action of the Trial Committee. Bitches in season are not permitted to compete in Obedience or Rally Trials. As such, the club will refund a portion of the paid fees per day of the entry fee paid for bitches unable to compete for this reason upon presentation of a veterinarian certificate. This certificate must be presented to the Trial Secretary prior to the start of judging on the first day of the trial or cluster of trials. A $10.00 per entered day recording fee will be withheld for entries withdrawn due to a bitch being reported in season.

Entries cannot be accepted, cancelled, altered or substituted after the entries have closed except as provided for in Chapter 14, Section 7 of the Dog Show Rules. Changes, additions or corrections to entry forms must be received in writing prior to the close of entries. Those received by phone are not acceptable. Calls may be accepted from 9AM to 9PM (MDT) ONLY. There is no refund for duplicate entries. We will make every effort to find all duplicate entries, but if the entry has been processed, no refund will be made.

RINGSIDE
Dogs may arrive any time prior to judging.

Judges are not required to wait for dogs. The Owner of each dog is solely responsible for having it ready at ringside when it is to be judged. The Club has no responsibility for providing service through a public address system or stewards or runners for the purpose of calling or locating dogs that are not brought into the ring when required. Exhibitors may bring their own chairs, but due to space constraints, seating may be restricted. Dogs are not allowed in restrooms.

There shall be no drilling or intensive training of dogs on show grounds.

CRATING and SEATING
Crating will be restricted to outside the ring area. There will be indoor crating area available at the show grounds, but crating space is not guaranteed. The Show Site Committee reserves the right to alter crating arrangements for space purposes. Exhibitors are responsible for the conditions in and around their own crate. No dogs will be permitted to stay overnight at the show site. Individual chair seating may not be allowed. Mats used under crates must match the dimensions of the crate. Excess matting will not be allowed. Please be prepared to stack crates.

TRIAL PHOTOGRAPHER
Bill Kohler
2202 West Edgemont Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85009-1941
602-271-9953 billkohlerphoto@gmail.com

TRIAL VETERINARIAN
Show Veterinarian (on call): Dayna Edwards • Edwards Veterinary Care
5240 W 9th St Dr Unit 400, Greeley CO 80634 • (970) 515-6405

EMERGENCY VETERINARIAN & AFTER HOURS: Pet Emergency Treatment Service (PETS), 3629 23rd Ave, Evans, CO 80620; (970) 339-8700.
Directions: Go south on 23rd Ave to 36th St. Located on West side of road.

VENDORS
Please consult the GKC show premium for complete vendor information available at WWW.ONOFRIO.COM.

REFUNDS
No entry fee will be refunded if the trial cannot open or be completed by reason of riots, civil disturbances, fire, an act of God, public emergency, act of a public enemy, or any other cause beyond the control of the organizing committee. No entry fee will be refunded in the event a dog is absent, disqualified, excused, or barred from competition by the action of the Trial Committee. Bitches in season are not permitted to compete in Obedience or Rally Trials. As such, the club will refund a portion of the paid fees per day of the entry fee paid for bitches unable to compete for this reason upon presentation of a veterinarian certificate. This certificate must be presented to the Trial Secretary prior to the start of judging on the first day of the trial or cluster of trials. A $10.00 per entered day recording fee will be withheld for entries withdrawn due to a bitch being reported in season.

Entries cannot be accepted, cancelled, altered or substituted after the entries have closed except as provided for in Chapter 14, Section 7 of the Dog Show Rules. Changes, additions or corrections to entry forms must be received in writing prior to the close of entries. Those received by phone are not acceptable. Calls may be accepted from 9AM to 9PM (MDT) ONLY. There is no refund for duplicate entries. We will make every effort to find all duplicate entries, but if the entry has been processed, no refund will be made.

RINGSIDE
Dogs may arrive any time prior to judging.

Judges are not required to wait for dogs. The Owner of each dog is solely responsible for having it ready at ringside when it is to be judged. The Club has no responsibility for providing service through a public address system or stewards or runners for the purpose of calling or locating dogs that are not brought into the ring when required. Exhibitors may bring their own chairs, but due to space constraints, seating may be restricted. Dogs are not allowed in restrooms.

There shall be no drilling or intensive training of dogs on show grounds.

CRATING and SEATING
Crating will be restricted to outside the ring area. There will be indoor crating area available at the show grounds, but crating space is not guaranteed. The Show Site Committee reserves the right to alter crating arrangements for space purposes. Exhibitors are responsible for the conditions in and around their own crate. No dogs will be permitted to stay overnight at the show site. Individual chair seating may not be allowed. Mats used under crates must match the dimensions of the crate. Excess matting will not be allowed. Please be prepared to stack crates.

TRIAL PHOTOGRAPHER
Bill Kohler
2202 West Edgemont Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85009-1941
602-271-9953 billkohlerphoto@gmail.com

TRIAL VETERINARIAN
Show Veterinarian (on call): Dayna Edwards • Edwards Veterinary Care
5240 W 9th St Dr Unit 400, Greeley CO 80634 • (970) 515-6405

EMERGENCY VETERINARIAN & AFTER HOURS: Pet Emergency Treatment Service (PETS), 3629 23rd Ave, Evans, CO 80620; (970) 339-8700.
Directions: Go south on 23rd Ave to 36th St. Located on West side of road.

VENDORS
Please consult the GKC show premium for complete vendor information available at WWW.ONOFRIO.COM.
**OFFICIAL OBEDIENCE ENTRY FORM**

**The Irish Setter Club of Colorado**

**Obedience and Rally Trials**

**Island Grove Park 501 North 14th Avenue, Greeley, CO 80631**

**Thursday, August 18, 2016**

**RALLY**

**Friday, August 19, 2016**

**OBEIDENCE**

**ENTRY FEES:** (AKC Recording & Event Fees Included) $25.00 for 1st entry of each dog & $20.00 for a 2nd entry of same dog each day. If you are entering both Obedience and Rally, remember that they are independent trials, so the first entry in Obedience is $25.00 and the first entry in Rally is $25.00 for the same dog on any day. EACH DAY is a unique trial, and REQUIRES first entry fees in each venue.

Entries close Wednesday, August 3, 2016 at 6:00pm at the Trial Secretary’s address. Deliver entries with fees payable to ISCC to: Ginger Sammonds, Trial Secretary, 4903 West County Rd 14, Loveland CO 80537-9008

**Total Fee enclosed:** $_____

**NOTE:** This form may be copied for additional entries, provided “Agreement” information from the backside of this form is included (IMPORTANT: CAREFULLY READ INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE SIDE BEFORE FILLING OUT)

**INSTRUCTIONS**

1. (Variety) If you are entering a dog of breed in which there are varieties for show purposes, please designate the particular variety you are entering, i.e., Cocker Spaniel (solid color black, ASCOB, parti-color), Beagles (not exceeding 13 in., over 13 in. but not exceeding 15 in.), Dachshunds (longhaired, smooth, wirehaired), Collies (rough, smooth), Bull Terriers (colored, white), Manchester Terriers (standard, toy), Chihuahuas (smooth coat, long coat), English Toy Spaniels (King Charles and Ruby, Blenheim and Prince Charles), Poodles (toy, miniature, standard).

2. (Event Class) Consult the classification in this premium list. If the event class in which you are entering your dog is divided, then, in addition to designating the class, specify the particular division of the class in which you are entering your dog, i.e., A or B division.

3. A dog must be entered in the name of the person who actually owned it at the time entries for an event closed. If a registered dog has been acquired by a new owner it must be entered in the name of its new owner in any event for which entries closed after the date of acquisition, regardless of whether the new owner has received the registration certificate indicating that the dog is recorded in his/her name. State on entry form whether transfer application has been mailed to the AKC. (For complete rules, refer to Chapter 11, Section 3. of the Rules Applying to Dog Shows.)

4. Dogs listed in the AKC Canine PartnersPM Program may be eligible to enter all-breed AKC Obedience Trials at the club’s option. These dogs should be listed as All American Dog and must include their AKC Number on the entry form and check the AKC No. box. Sire and Dam information shall remain blank for mixed breed entrants.

If this entry is for Junior Showmanship, please give the following information:

**JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP JR.’S DATE OF BIRTH**

**AKC JUNIOR HANDLER NUMBER** __________

The above number MUST be included. Should you not have your Junior Handler number, this may be obtained from the American Kennel Club. Phone: (919) 233-9767.

By signing the entry form I (we) certify that the Junior Showman does not now, and will not at any time, act as an agent/handler for pay while continuing to compete in Junior Showmanship.

**ADDRESS**

**CITY** __________  **STATE** __________  **ZIP** __________

If Junior Handler is not the owner of the dog identified on the face of this form, what is the relationship of the Junior Handler to the Owner?

**TELEPHONE:** __________

**ARE YOU A NEW EXHIBITOR?**  YES  NO

**Email Address (An acknowledgement of receipt of entry may be sent to this email address):** __________
American Kennel Club

OFFICIAL OBEDIENCE ENTRY FORM

The Irish Setter Club of Colorado
Obedience and Rally Trials

Island Grove Park
501 North 14th Avenue, Greeley, CO 80631

Thursday, August 18, 2016
RALLY □
Friday, August 19, 2016
OBEEDIENCE □

ENTRY FEES: (AKC Recording & Event Fees Included) $25.00 for 1st entry of each dog & $20.00 for a 2nd entry of same dog each day. If you are entering both Obedience and Rally, remember that they are independent events, so the first entry in Obedience is $25.00 and the first entry in Rally is $25.00 for the same dog on any day. EACH DAY is a unique trial, and REQUIRES first entry fees in each venue.

Entries close Wednesday, August 3, 2016 at 6:00pm at the Trial Secretary’s address.
Deliver entries with fees payable to ISCC to: Ginger Sammonds, Trial Secretary, 4903 West County Rd 14, Loveland CO 80537-9008
Pre-order catalog @ $5.00 each
Total Fee enclosed: $_____

NOTE: This form may be copied for additional entries, provided “Agreement” information from the backside of this form is Included [IMPORTANT: CAREFULLY READ INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE SIDE BEFORE FILLING OUT]

I CERTIFY that I am the actual owner of the dog, or that I am the duly authorized agent of the actual owner whose name I have entered above. In consideration of the acceptance of this entry and of the holding of this event and of the opportunity to have the dog judged and to win prizes, ribbons, or trophies, I (we) agree to hold the AKC, the event-giving club, their members, directors, governors, officers, agents, superintendents or event secretary and the owner and/or lessee of the premises and any provider of services that are necessary to hold this event and any employees or volunteers of the aforementioned parties, and any AKC approved judge, judging at this event, harmless from any claim for loss or injury which may be alleged to have been caused directly or indirectly to any person or thing by the act of this dog while in or about the event premises or grounds or near any entrance thereto, and I (we) personally assume all responsibility and liability for any such claim; and I (we) further agree to hold the aforementioned parties harmless from any claim for loss, injury or damage to this dog.

Additionally, I (we) hereby assume the sole responsibility for and agree to indemnify, defend and save the aforementioned parties harmless from any and all loss and expense (including legal fees) by reason of the liability imposed by law upon any of the aforementioned parties for damage because of bodily injuries, including death at any time resulting therefrom, sustained by any person or persons, including myself (ourselves), or on account of damage to property, arising out of or in consequence of my (our) participation in this event, however such injuries, deaths or property damage may be caused, and whether or not the same may have been caused or may be alleged to have been caused by the negligence of the aforementioned parties or any of their employees, agents, or any other persons. I (WE) AGREE THAT ANY CAUSE OF ACTION, CONTROVERSY OR CLAIM ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO THE ENTRY, EXHIBITION OR ATTENDANCE AT THE EVENT BETWEEN THE AKC AND THE EVENT-GIVING CLUB (UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED IN ITS PREMIUM LIST) AND MYSELF (OURSELVES) OR AS TO THE CONSTRUCTION, INTERPRETATION AND EFFECT OF THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE SETTLED BY ARBITRATION PURSUANT TO THE APPLICABLE RULES OF THE AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION. HOWEVER, PRIOR TO ARBITRATION ALL APPLICABLE AKC BYLAWS, RULES, REGULATIONS AND PROCEDURES MUST FIRST BE FOLLOWED AS SET FORTH IN THE AKC CHARTER AND BYLAWS, RULES, REGULATIONS, PUBLISHED POLICIES AND GUIDELINES.

INSTRUCTIONS

1. (Variety) If you are entering a dog of breed in which there are varieties for show purposes, please designate the particular variety you are entering, i.e., Cockerspansel (solid color black, ASCOB, parti-color), Beagles (not exceeding 13 in., over 13 in. but not exceeding 15 in.), Dachshunds (longhaired, smooth, wirehaired), Collies (rough, smooth), Bull Terriers (colored, white), Manchester Terriers (standard, toy), Chihuahuas (smooth coat, long coat), English Toy Spaniels (King Charles and Ruby, Blenheim and Prince Charles), Poodles (toy, miniature, standard).

2. (Event Class) Consult the classification in this premium list. If the event class in which you are entering your dog is listed, then, in addition to designating the class, specify the particular division of the class in which you are entering your dog, i.e., A or B division.

3. A dog must be entered in the name of the person who actually owned it at the time entries for an event closed. If a registered dog has been acquired by a new owner it must be entered in the name of its new owner in any event for which entries closed after the date of acquirement, regardless of whether the new owner has received the registration certificate indicating that the dog is recorded in his/her name. State on entry form whether transfer application has been mailed to the AKC. (For complete rules, refer to Chapter 11, Section 3 of the Rules Applying to Dog Shows.)

4. Dogs listed in the AKC Canine PartnersSM Program may be eligible to enter all-breed AKC Obedience Trials at the club’s option. These dogs should be listed as All American Dog and must include their AKC Number on the entry form and check the AKC No. box. Sire and Dam information shall remain blank for mixed breed entrants.

If this entry is for Junior Showmanship, please give the following information:

JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP JR.’S DATE OF BIRTH

AKC JUNIOR HANDLER NUMBER

The above number MUST be Included. Should you not have your Junior Handler number, this may be obtained from the American Kennel Club. Phone: (919) 233-9767.

By signing the entry form I (we) certify that the Junior Showman does not now, and will not at any time, act as an agent/handler for pay while continuing to compete in Junior Showmanship.

CENTURY
STATE
ZIP

If Junior Handler is not the owner of the dog identified on the face of this form, what is the relationship of the Junior Handler to the Owner?

Email Address (An acknowledgement of receipt of entry may be sent to this email address):